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a b s t r a c t

Encoding of amplitude modulated (AM) acoustical signals is one of the most compelling tasks for the
mammalian auditory system: environmental sounds, after being filtered and transduced by the cochlea,
become narrowband AM signals. Despite much experimental work dedicated to the comprehension of
auditory system extraction and encoding of AM information, the neural mechanisms underlying this
remarkable feature are far from being understood (Joris et al., 2004). One of the most accepted theories
for this processing is the existence of a periodotopic organization (based on temporal information) across
the more studied tonotopic axis (Frisina et al., 1990b).

In this work, we will review some recent advances in the study of the mechanisms involved in neural
processing of AM sounds, and propose an integrated model that runs from the external ear, through the
cochlea and the auditory nerve, up to a sub-circuit of the cochlear nucleus (the first processing unit in the
central auditory system). We will show that varying the amount of inhibition in our model we can obtain
a range of best modulation frequencies (BMF) in some principal cells of the cochlear nucleus. This could
be a basis for a, synchronicity based, low-level periodotopic organization.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The representations of natural sounds in the auditory nervous
system are based on dense temporal and population codes in the
first stages of processing, and sparse rate and population codes in
more central areas. Low level representations are highly redundant
and rely on fast and accurate synapses. Higher representations of
natural stimuli, in turn, are more specific and in general require
less specialized units (Eggermont, 2001). This process of going
from more literal to more abstract representations is of great inter-
est in computational neuroscience, since it is closely related to how
many different percepts are supposed to emerge from a continuous
stimulus in our brains .

Also, natural sounds have broad band spectra, are highly struc-
tured in time and formed by segments with durations of a few sec-
onds. Their temporal representation is based both on phase locking
to neuronal firing to the fine structure (carrier frequency) and lock-
ing of some neurons to the, slower, amplitude modulations (enve-
lope). The encoding of the envelope is one of the main cues used to
extract useful percepts from speech signals. This temporal picture
coexist with the, more widely studied, tonotopic organization of all
the auditory nuclei.

While amplitude modulations are encoded in the auditory
nerve using solely synchronized spiking (Joris and Yin, 1992), sev-
eral response measures on neurons of the ventral cochlear nucleus

have shown enhanced synchronization for a small range of modu-
lation periods only (Rhode and Greenberg, 1994; Frisina et al.,
1990a). Therefore, an extra periodotopic (based on temporal infor-
mation) dimension exists in this neural population, aside of the
tonotopic organization inherited from the cochlea (Langner,
1992). Furthermore, in subsequent stages of processing (central
nucleus of the inferior colliculus, upstream in the auditory
pathway) the periodotopic information is also expressed in rate
response (Schreiner and Langner, 1988; Krishna and Semple,
2000). For a review see Frisina (2001) and Joris et al. (2004).

Physiological responses to amplitude-modulated (AM) stimuli
have provided a basic description of how controlled fluctuations
in a signals temporal envelope are represented at several levels
of the auditory pathway. The same class of stimulus has also been
used extensively in psychophysical experiments, as a convenient
means to investigate perceptual temporal processing capabilities
and limitations (Fassel and Kohlrausch, 1995; Fastl and Zwicker,
2007).

In fact, most natural sounds are modulated in amplitude. After
being processed by the cochlea, the acoustical signal is decom-
posed in many signals that run in parallel channels throughout
the auditory nerve (AN) with a narrowband representation. Each
of these channels conveys a signal that is limited in frequency
(around their characteristic frequency, CF), but strongly modu-
lated. At the end of the processing by the cochlea, the information
about the stimulus is provided by: (1) a measure of the activity of
each channel, (2) the characteristic frequency of the channel (fine
structure) that is encoded in the phase locking of the AN, and (3)
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the envelope modulation that provide temporal information at a
longer time scale (relative to the CF). Many natural stimuli, such
as human speech, are nearly stable in the representations provided
by (1) and (2), but strongly encoded by (3).

Several models for the processing and encoding of amplitude
modulated sounds were proposed so far (Hewitt et al., 1991;
Hewitt and Meddis, 1994; Eriksson and Robert, 1999; Nelson and
Carney, 2004; Borst et al., 2004; Guérin et al., 2006; Dicke et al.,
2006; Bahmer et al., 2006). Some of these works were mainly cen-
tered in the replication of the temporal responses to AM stimuli,
but others were also aimed at obtaining a sort of periodotopic
organization in the system. This means that there are subpopula-
tions tuned to certain modulation frequencies of the stimulus,
across the tonotopic axis. In the cochlear nucleus, this tuning
was observed more in terms of preferential synchronization rather
than rate enhancing.

Even when these models succeeded in obtaining the periodotopic
structure, some of them are too abstract or with details that could
not be implemented biologically. To our knowledge, at least two re-
cent contributions are the exception. Dicke and collaborators pro-
posed a simple midbrain network that is able to encode the
modulation frequencies as a place-rate code at the level of the infe-
rior colliculus (Dicke et al., 2006). However they were less interested
on the synchronization coding at the level of the cochlear nucleus. In
the second case, Bahmer and Langner proposed a biologically
feasible neural network for the cochlear nucleus that is accurate
both in terms of modulation encoding and dynamical range (Bahmer
et al., 2006). But, until now, there was no evidence of a selective tun-
ing mechanism for modulation frequencies in this model.

In this work, we propose a biologically rooted, dynamically sim-
plified, and hopefully accurate model of modulation frequency
encoding in the cochlear nucleus that is able to reproduce the ob-
served synchronization tuning of CN cells. We combine a highly
detailed implementation of the auditory periphery with realistic,
channel-based, neuron models and a simplified and flexible net-
work structure.

All parameters in our model retain a clear biological signifi-
cance, and most of them are also constrained by experimental
observations in the auditory system of mammals. A few model
parameters are related to neural processes that are either elusive
to experimental quantification or very controversial, with contra-
dictory results reported in the literature. In this last case, the
parameters will be explored within the range of physiologically
plausible values.

2. Computational model

In the mammalian auditory system, the acoustical information
is first encoded into the auditory nerve by the cochlea. Then, the
auditory nerve fibers terminate in the first processing stage of
the auditory system: the cochlear nucleus, a complex formed by
a large variety of neurons that extract specific features from the
signal representation observed at the level of the auditory nerve.

Our model is composed by two main stages: (a) auditory
periphery and (b) a small network belonging to cochlear nucleus
(CN). The first one comprises the external and middle ear, the co-
chlea and the auditory nerve. Its output are the spike trains con-
veyed by the auditory fibers. The second part is composed by
three different types of CN neurons, their connections and their
synapses with the AN.

2.1. Auditory periphery

The auditory periphery model is based both on previously pro-
posed models (Shamma et al., 1986; Nobili et al., 1998; Meddis,

1986; Zhang and Carney, 2005; Sumner et al., 2002) and new re-
search that is not contained in those works (Sikora et al., 2005;
Rodríguez-Contreras and Yamoah, 2003; Goutman and Glowatzki,
2007). A schematic view is displayed in Fig. 1. There are four main
modules: (1) outer/middle ear and basilar membrane, (2) inner
hair cells, (3) ribbon synapses, and (4) auditory nerve. After the
first module, the signal splits in parallel channels, each correspond-
ing to a different part of the cochlea. At this point these channels
are a discretization of the space coordinate, but later will be as-
signed to a certain number of auditory nerve fibers.

The model is biophysical in spirit, but some processes are sim-
plified as far as their dynamics is not affected and the parameters
maintain their biological meaning. Some not yet fully understood
phenomena are not included, such as the role of efferent fibers in
hair cells and other descending pathways. In this way, the auditory
periphery model can be viewed as a unidirectional, modular pro-
cess with no feedback and without interactions between the paral-
lel channels.

A brief overview of the processes involved in the auditory
periphery follows: Sound enters through the external ear and is
mechanically filtered, amplified and injected into the cochlea by
the ossicles of the middle ear (Dallos, 1996). The interior of the co-
chlea contains three fluid filled tubes, separated by membranes.
The basilar membrane, which forms the partition between two
compartments, is a complex structure upon which auditory trans-
duction occurs. Fluctuating pressure difference between the com-
partments, caused by sound waves, would move the basilar
membrane. The organ of Corti resides on top of the basilar mem-
brane and contains the mechano-electrical transducers: the hair
cells. It supports three rows of outer hair cells (OHC) and one
row of inner hair cells (IHC) (Dallos, 1996). These cells play differ-
ent roles in transduction: IHC act as the primary receptor cell for
the auditory system and the OHC can also act as motor cells,
increasing hearing sensitivity and frequency selectivity (Choe
et al., 1998). The movement of the basilar membrane displaces hair
bundles attached to the IHC, causing a depolarization of the cell,
which in turn results in a receptor potential. Hair cells are also pre-
synaptic terminals, the basolateral membrane of each cell contains
several presynaptic actives zones, where chemical neurotransmit-
ter is released. In mammals, 5–30 auditory fibers contacts one in-
ner hair cell trough a single unbranched dendrite, in a single ribbon
synapses (Moser et al., 2006). The probability of a spike occurring
in a fiber is directly proportional to the concentration of neuro-
transmitter in the synaptic cleft (Carney, 1993).

2.1.1. Outer–middle ear and basilar membrane
We implemented a detailed biophysical model of the basilar

membrane and cochlear hydrodynamics, based on the original

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the complete composite auditory peripheral model. It
is composed of: (1) basilar membrane (BM), including outer hair cells (OHC); (2)
inner hair cells (IHC): cilia motility, receptor potential, calcium and neurotrans-
mitter dynamics; and (3) auditory nerve (AN). The discharge probability produced
by the IHC is transformed into spike trains at the auditory nerve level.
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work of Nobili and collaborators (Nobili et al., 1998). This model
considers the basilar membrane as a set of oscillators with mass,
stiffness and viscosity dependent on the belonging site of the bas-
ilar membrane, subject to external forces generated by the acceler-
ation of the stapes, and transmitted by the cochlear fluid and the
outer hair cells. The presence and interaction of the tectorial mem-
brane with the OHC is included as a second set of damped oscilla-
tors, coupled to the movement of OHC cilias. Therefore, the outer
hair cell force terms, in the linear approximation, behave like neg-
ative viscosity terms and undamped cochlear motion, altering the
properties of the basilar membrane.

A complete description of the model equations can be found in
Nobili et al. (1998). Parameters were adjusted to values corre-
sponding to the human cochlea (Nobili et al., 2003). The outer
and middle ear were modeled as a two-pole band-pass filter
(Shamma et al., 1986).

2.1.2. Inner hair cells
Deflection of the stereocilia bundles modulates the flow of ions

into the cells and thus causes fluctuations of their intracellular po-
tential. The following simple model for the IHC was proposed by
Shamma and collaborators (Shamma et al., 1986). It assumes that
IHC receptor potential is primarily controlled by the interplay of
a transducer inward Kþ current that results from stereocilia deflec-
tions and a outward Kþ basolateral current, that eliminate the ex-
cess of Kþ from within the IHC. The proposed electric equivalent
circuit for the cell is composed by several components that reflect
the electrical properties of the cell and the surrounding fluid. The
membrane potential of the cell body is modeled with a passive
electrical analog circuit. The stereocilia movements cause a change
in the number of open ion channels, and thus in the apical conduc-
tance. They are driven by the fluid motion, so that cilia moves in
phase with basilar membrane velocity at low frequencies and with
displacement at high.

A complete description of the IHC model equations and param-
eters values can be found in Shamma et al. (1986). We choose this
model because is the simplest one that retains the biological mean-
ing of the parameters and is accurate enough, at least for intensi-
ties between 30 and 80 dB and for quasi-stationary stimuli.
Additional conductances could be needed if we move out from
these conditions, see LopezPoveda and Martin (2006)

2.1.3. Ribbon synapses
The release of neurotransmitter in the synaptic cleft is mediated

by calcium ions in all synapses. The dynamics of transmitter re-
lease is the most critical part for the signal transduction in the
auditory periphery. Then we model the dynamics in detail as a
three part process: (1) activation of calcium ion channels, (2) cal-
cium dynamics and binding to vesicles, and (3) neurotransmitter
dynamics.

We employ a first order process to model the calcium current
density ðICaÞ, for recently observations (Goutman and Glowatzki,
2007), with a time constant that is not voltage dependent. Thus,
the current is a function of the cell membrane potential V:

ICaðtÞ ¼ Gmax
Ca mICa ðtÞ VðtÞ � ECað Þ ð1Þ

where ECa is the reversal potential for calcium and Gmax
Ca is the cal-

cium conductance density (in units of S=cm2) in the vicinity of
the synapse, with all the channels open. Since conductance density
is expressed in S=cm2 and potentials in mV, the volumetric calcium
current has units of mA=cm2. The variable mICa is the fraction of cal-
cium channels that are open and depends on the membrane poten-
tial. The steady-state value of the latter, mICa ;1 is modeled by a
Boltzmann function (Sumner et al., 2002)

mICa ;1 ¼ 1þ b�1
Ca expð�cCaÞVðtÞ

� ��1 ð2Þ

where bCa and cCa are constants chosen to reflect published observa-
tions of calcium currents, and mICa is a low-pass-filtered function of
mICa ;1 (Rodríguez-Contreras and Yamoah, 2003).

sCa
dmICa

dt
þmICa ¼ mICa ;1 ð3Þ

The calcium concentration is modeled as a first-order low-pass-
filtered function of calcium current (Hudspeth and Lewis, 1988).

d½Caþ2�d
dt

ðtÞ ¼ � ICa

2Fd
� ½Caþ2�d

sCa
ð4Þ

where ½Caþ2�d is the calcium concentration (in units of mMol) at
depth d (in mu) inside the membrane, F the Faraday (96,489 C/
Mol) constant and sCa the time constant of removal for calcium.
The factor 2 is the valence of calcium ions (Sikora et al., 2005).

The relationship between calcium concentration and the release
of vesicles is a critical factor in determining the behavior of the
model. The form of this dependence is still a matter of debate.
While many researchers found a super-linear dependence of re-
lease on Ca, indicating cooperative behavior, more recent studies
show that for physiological relevant voltage range and concentra-
tion values hair cell synapses operate with a linear Ca dependence
of release (Hudspeth and Lewis, 1988; Goutman and Glowatzki,
2007). Based on this, we only assume a saturating function under
the form of a Hill equation with a linear exponent.

k ¼ kmax½Caþ2�d
Aþ ½Caþ2�d

ð5Þ

where kmax is the maximum release rate and A is an adjustable
parameter (Sikora et al., 2005).

The last part of the IHC model contains the dynamics of the neu-
rotransmitter and accounts for the IHC–AN adaptation observed in
all fibers. We use a two-variable model proposed by Zhang and
Carney (2005), as a dynamical reduction of a model proposed by
Meddis and collaborators (Meddis, 1986). The neurotransmitter
dynamics can be described by the following equations:

dq
dt
¼ yðM � qðtÞÞ þ xwðtÞ � kðtÞqðtÞ ð6Þ

dw
dt
¼ kðtÞuqðtÞ þ xwðtÞ ð7Þ

where q is the concentration of free neurotransmitter and w the
concentration of neurotransmitter in a reprocessing store. New free
transmitter is either manufactured from the factory at a rate
yðM � qÞ, where M is the amount of neurotransmitter in a global
store (ribbon synapses), provided by the reprocessing store at a rate
xw, or released to the synaptic cleft at a rate kq. The transmitter in
the cleft is reprocessed at a rate kuq. All parameters for this model
stage were adjusted in order to obtain an accurate auditory nerve
representation, and are listed in Table 1.

2.1.4. Auditory nerve
The final stage of the peripheral model converts the output of

the synapse into discharge times, providing a time varying input
ðkqÞ to a Poisson discharge generator. The occurrence of a dis-
charge influences the probability of pursuant discharges through
absolute and relative refractory effects. Discharges are not allowed
to occur during the absolute refractory time interval, and there is
an exponentially decreasing inhibition of the probability of firing
after that refractory time. The model equations and parameters
are the same as in Carney (1993).

Three types of fibers can be distinguished from their spontane-
ous discharge rates and dynamic range: low threshold high-spon-
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taneous-rate (HSR), medium-spontaneous-rate (MSR), and high
threshold low-spontaneous-rate (LSR) (Johnson, 1980; Liberman,
1978). These different neuronal responses are originated at the
synapses varying the maximal conductance of calcium Gmax

Ca (Sum-
ner et al., 2002). We assign 100 fibers to each channel, since this
corresponds to a �100l partition of the cochlea.

2.2. Cochlear nucleus

All information from the auditory periphery is carried via AN fi-
bers to the cochlear nucleus (CN). This complex is divided, on the
basis of differing cytoarchitecture (Osen, 1969) and the existence
of three separate tonotopic frequency maps (Rose et al., 1960), into
three major divisions: anteroventral (AVCN), posteroventral
(PVCN), and dorsal (DCN). These three divisions also show broadly
different physiological response properties, and it is likely, there-
fore, that they each play a different functional role in the percep-
tion of sound.

In contrary to the auditory nerve whose response is monotype
(primary response), there are several different responses observed
in the cochlear nucleus. These responses are related to a collection
of neural circuits which form the CN, and which are diverse both in
anatomical and physiological terms . These vary from the simplest
system, the bushy cell in the ventral cochlear nucleus with pri-
mary-like response, to more complex responses located in the dor-
sal cochlear nucleus. It is generally understood that these
responses convey information about a particular aspect of the
stimulus and that at the CN the monotype response of the auditory
nerve is branched in specialized parallel pathways (Young and Oer-
tel, 2004).

2.2.1. Cell units
We will focus on one of these possible pathways, specialized in

the encoding of amplitude modulated signals. Pioneering studies of
AM responses in the cochlear nucleus were done by Møller (1974).
Even when the majority of principal cells in the CN have been
found to synchronize to modulation frequency better than AN fi-
bers, stellate cells in the AVCN and PVCN have very high synchro-
nization rates and, most interestingly, in some cases display band-
pass time modulation transfer functions (Joris et al., 2004). This

last feature can be assimilated to a modulation frequency tuning
(Rhode and Greenberg, 1994; Frisina et al., 1990a).

Stellate neurons (also called multipolar) have been divided into
two subtypes that can be distinguished by their projections, mor-
phology and their response to stationary stimuli (Palmer et al.,
2003; Paolini et al., 2005). The most numerous group is formed
by T-stellate cells that project to the trapezoidal body, are aligned
with the isofrequency layer of the tonotopic map (hence they are
excited in a very narrow characteristic frequency), and respond
with a chopping behavior maintained throughout the stimulus.
T-stellate cells are referred also as choppers, based in their post-
stimulus responses and are glutamatergic (Doucet and Ryugo,
2006). The other group is formed by D-stellate cells that project
to the DCN, have a dendritic span covering a wide range of charac-
teristic frequencies (CF), and respond to pure tones and noise with
an initial short series of well timed spikes, followed by a decrease
of activity. These neurons are also called onset-choppers and are
inhibitory and glycinergic. D-stellate cells are an important source
of wideband inhibition in the CN (Zhang and Oertel, 1993).

One well-known target of this wideband inhibition are vertical
(or tuberculoventral) cells in the DCN. Moreover, this type of neu-
ron sends back inhibitory inputs to the VCN (Wickesberg and Oer-
tel, 1991). Therefore, in our simple circuit it is almost mandatory to
include vertical cells of the DCN. Vertical cells respond to station-
ary inputs with onset, onset-graded or fast chopping patterns
(Rhode, 1999), are as narrowband as the T-stellate cells and are
glycinergic.

All three type of cells (T-stellate, D-stellate and vertical) are
simulated using the model proposed by Rothman and Manis
(2003) for VCN neurons. Even when this model was originally ad-
justed for the VCN, we obtained results very similar to those ob-
served in cat vertical cells (Rhode, 1999), after adjusting the
network parameters described in Section 2.2.3.

This model consists of a single electrical compartment with a
membrane capacitance, a fast inactivating sodium current, a high
threshold potassium current, a hyperpolarization-activated (in-
ward cationic) current and a leakage current. All model equations
are the same as described in the appendix of Rothman and Manis
(2003).

The input for these units is provided by a synaptic current IsynðtÞ
arriving at the soma, which is the sum of: (a) glutamatergic inputs
(dendritic or somatic) of the synapses with auditory nerve fibers
for all cells, (b) glutamatergic (excitatory) somatic inputs origi-
nated in the T-stellate cells, and (c) glycinergic (inhibitory) somatic
inputs originated both in D-stellate and vertical cells. Of course, the
last two currents are only present when there is an experimentally
validated connection between two CN cells (see Section 2.2.3).

2.2.2. Innervation of CN cells
The three types of cells receive direct input from the auditory

nerve and using the same type of contact (button endings) with
slightly different time constants (Ryugo and Parks, 2003). The main
difference reside in the CF span: D-stellate neurons receive inputs
from a wide cochlear region (CF span ranging between 1 and 1.5
octaves), while T-stellate and vertical cells are aligned with nerve
fibers and narrowband. Also cells differ in the number and site of
contacts. Both vertical and T-stellate receive very few (5–10) den-
dritic inputs. D-stellate cells receive numerous (�100) inputs on
their dendritic trees, but also integrate strong somatic inputs, only
from fibers coming from the center CF.

The number, type, site of contact, and CF span of the auditory
fibers arriving to each cell in our model is the following. For T-stel-
late and vertical cells there are 10 AN fibers (4 HSR, 3 MSR and 3
LSR) coming from a single channel of the auditory periphery model
(the central CF) and their inputs are always filtered by the dendrite.
For D-stellate there are 10 AN fibers with the same type distribu-

Table 1
Parameters values for the auditory periphery.

Parameter Typical value Description

Calcium
dynamics

sm 0.1 ms Calcium current time constant
ECa 66 mV Calcium reversal potential
Gmax

Ca ½0:003 0:01 0:03� s=cm2 Maximal calcium conductance
sCa 0.1 ms Time constant of removal for

calcium
cCa 0:6 mV�1 Boltzmann’s function

parameters
bCa 10,000 Boltzmann’s function

parameter
kmax 0:4 ms�1 Maximum release rate of

neurotransmitter
A 10 l M�1 Parameter of the Hill equation

F 96,489 C=Mol The Faraday constant
d 0:1 lm Depth inside the presynaptic

membrane

Synapse
Y ½0:010 0:00948 0:0103�ms�1 Replenishment rate
X ½0:140 0:149 0:150�ms�1 Reprocessing rate
U [0.86 0.87 0.87] A dimensional parameter
M [8.6 8.5 8.6] Maximum amount of free

transmitter
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tion for somatic inputs coming from the central CF and 4 AN fibers
(2 HSR, 1 MSR and 1 LSR) coming from each of the 20 nearest chan-
nels and making contact with the dendritic arborization.

We modeled the synapses in the button endings using a double-
exponential alpha function, with parameters adjusted in order to
reproduce the results obtained in Gardner et al. (1999) for stellate
and vertical post-synaptic currents.

aðtÞ ¼ C0
t
s0

exp 1� t
s0

� �
þ C1

t þ t1

s1
exp 1� t þ t1

s1

� �
ð8Þ

for t > 0 and aðt < 0Þ ¼ 0. Parameters for both type of synapses
(stellate and vertical) are given in Table 2. The normalized spike
train of each fiber converging to the soma or neuropil is convolved
with Eq. (8), and filtered with a dendrite low-pass filter if it contacts
the neuropil. Dendritic filtering was simulated as a first-order low-
pass filter with 6 dB attenuation per octave and a cutoff frequency
of 300 Hz.

2.2.3. CN network
During the last decade, a major advance in elucidating the neu-

ronal circuitry of the CN was made (Ferragamo et al., 1998; Wic-
kesberg and Oertel, 1991; Arnott et al., 2004; Needham and
Paolini, 2006; Young and Oertel, 2004). Ultrastructuctural, tracer,
neurotransmitter release, and antidromic studies have provided a
considerable amount of evidence supporting that: (a) D-stellate
cells inhibit T-stellate neurons, ipsi and contra-laterally (Ferrag-
amo et al., 1998); (b) T-stellate cells form mutually excitatory cir-
cuits (Ferragamo et al., 1998; Bahmer et al., 2006); (c) D-stellate
cells are the source of wideband inhibition in the DCN and vertical
cells are among their targets (Arnott et al., 2004; Doucet et al.,
1999); and (d) vertical cells are a source of narrowband inhibition
in the VCN, making contacts with stellate cells (Wickesberg and
Oertel, 1991). Hence, a recurrent network exists between T-stellate
and D-stellate in the VCN and vertical cells in the DCN, all of which
are driven by the auditory nerve. There are other, less well estab-
lished connections, that involve small cells in the CN and olivoco-
chlear efferents.

We propose a minimalist circuit formed by four units: two
mutually excitatory T-stellate (T1 and T2) neurons, one D-stellate
neuron (D) and one vertical cell (V). D-stellate and vertical units

make inhibitory projections to the other three cells. The schematic
drawing of this small network is displayed in Fig. 2. The innerva-
tion afferent pattern was explained in the previous section, and
there are no lateral (across CF) connections at this point.

The synapses between cells are modeled using the same alpha
function described before in Eq. (8) for glycinergic and glutamater-
gic inputs, but a short time delay is also introduced in order to take
into account the experimental observation of delay between pulses
in monosynaptic and polisynaptic IPSP (Ferragamo et al., 1998).
The synaptic delays are listed in Table 2.

The strengths of the synaptic connections are the main param-
eters to be varied in our model. In this way, we have a fixed phys-
iological model and a fixed network structure, but the amount of
excitation and inhibition is variable. All CN cells receive a balance
of excitatory and inhibitory inputs. Inhibitory inputs are thought to
be critical in determining the observed (chopping) behavior and
the temporal synchronization in stellate neurons (Paolini et al.,
2005).

Now we turn into a detailed account of all the connection
parameters. First, we describe the synaptic inputs coming from
the auditory fibers referred in the previous section. To be concrete,
the final obtained variable, after convolving the normalized spike
train coming from the jth auditory fiber of the ith channel with
the alpha function (Eq. (8)), will be denoted as Ri

xjðtÞ, where x is a
tag denoting the cell (T1;T2;D, or V for the first T-stellate, the sec-
ond T-stellate, the D-stellate and the vertical neuron, respectively).
This variable corresponds to the fraction of post-synaptic open
channels (Destexhe et al., 1999) for a single button ending. The
conductances for all the synapses with the auditory nerve can be
written as:

GT1
ANðtÞ ¼ gAT

X10

j¼1

R0
T1jðtÞ ð9Þ

GT2
ANðtÞ ¼ gAT

X10

j¼1

R0
T2jðtÞ ð10Þ

GDn
ANðtÞ ¼ gAD

X10

i¼�10

X4

j¼1

Ri
DjðtÞ ð11Þ

Table 2
Fixed parameters values for the cochlear nucleus.

Parameter Value
(ms)

Description

Synapse AN –
stellate cells

CS
0

0.8 Coefficient for fast exponential

sS
0

0.1 Fast decaying time constant

CS
1

0.2 Coefficient for slow exponential

sS
1

0.5 Slow decaying time constant

tS
1

0.5 Time offset for slow exponential

Synapse AN –
vertical cells

CV
0

0.8 Coefficient for fast exponential

sV
0

0.19 Fast decaying time constant

CV
1

0.2 Coefficient for slow exponential

sV
1

0.9 Slow decaying time constant

tV
1

0.54 Time offset for slow exponential

Synaptic delays
sTT 0.4 Synaptic delay between T-stellate cells
sDT 0.2 Synaptic delay between D and T-stellate cells
sVT 2 Synaptic delay between vertical and T-stellate cells
sVD 2 Synaptic delay between vertical and D-stellate cells
sDV 2 Synaptic delay between D-stellate and vertical cells

Fig. 2. Proposed network model. Auditory nerve fibers (AN) innervate a small
network of four cells for a given characteristic frequency (CF). The units are: (D) D-
stellate neuron, glycinergic, receives input form a wide range of CF and acts as a
wideband inhibitor (WBI) over the CN; (T1) and (T2) two mutually excitatory T-
stellate neurons; and (V) vertical cell of the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN),
glycinergic, and acts as a narrowband inhibition (NBI) on the ventral cochlear
nucleus (VCN).
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GDs
ANðtÞ ¼ gAD

X10

j¼1

R0
DjðtÞ ð12Þ

GV
ANðtÞ ¼ gAV

X10

j¼1

R0
VjðtÞ ð13Þ

Note that, for D-stellate neurons, we differentiate the total synaptic
conductance in the soma ðGDs

ANÞ and in the neuropil ðGDn
ANÞ. Also, the

indexing of the AN channels starts at the CFði ¼ 0Þ.
The contribution of the AN to the final synaptic currents can be

obtained multiplying these conductances by the local membrane
potential and performing the dendritic filtering (with the excep-
tion of GDs

AN).
The maximum conductances gAx are adjusted in order to obtain

a response comparable to experimental data, as detailed in Section
3.2.

The other contribution is formed by the synapses between CN
neurons. Using the same convention as before, the alpha-convo-
luted normalized spike train coming from unit with label y, arriv-
ing at neuron with label x is denoted as Ryx. We write down the
total conductances for these synapses.

GT1
gluðtÞ ¼ gTT R21ðt � sTÞ ð14Þ

GT2
gluðtÞ ¼ gTT R12ðt � sTÞ ð15Þ

GT1
glyðtÞ ¼ gDT RD1ðt � sDTÞ þ gVT RV1ðt � sVTÞ ð16Þ

GT2
glyðtÞ ¼ gDT RD2ðt � sDTÞ þ gVT RV2ðt � sVTÞ ð17Þ

GD
glyðtÞ ¼ gVDRVDðt � sVDÞ ð18Þ

GV
glyðtÞ ¼ gDV RDV ðt � sDV Þ ð19Þ

where the subscript glu denotes excitatory glutamatergic inputs
and gly inhibitory glycinergic. There are five fixed synaptic delays
ðsÞ and five adjustable parameters: the maximum conductances
(gTT ; gDT ; gVT ; gVD, and gDV ). It is assumed that the coupling be-
tween T-stellate cells is symmetric. Note also that we drop the T
in subindices in the Rs where there is no ambiguity (ex. T2T1 is
written 21).

The synaptic currents can be obtained inserting the conduc-
tances Gi in a current term of the form GiðV � EiÞ, where V is the lo-
cal membrane voltage and Ei the reversal potential. We use a zero
reversal potential for glutamatergic synapses and Egly ¼ �80 mV
for the glycinergic inputs. All currents were integrated using the
multiple synapse algorithm described in Destexhe et al. (1999).

3. Results

Having defined our model with the sets of parameters that will
be held fixed (see Table 2), and the control parameters, we now
examine whether the model can reproduce the observed response
of CN neurons to AM stimuli.

We first define our stimuli and the synchronization measures
that will be used, and then analyze two different standard charac-
terizations for the stellate cells: post-stimulus time responses and
modulation transfer functions.

3.1. Stimuli and synchronization measures

Our stimulus set consists of short (300–500 ms) sinusoidal AM
tones, ranging 50–80 dB SPL, with 100% modulation depth and a
carrier frequency of 1 kHz. Modulation frequencies were varied be-
tween 10 and 200 Hz.

We choose this type of signal because it is a commonly used
stimulus and the range of intensities is the same as the one re-
ported to elicit an enhanced synchronization to modulation in CN
cells (Frisina, 2001). We limited our exploration to only one carry-

ing frequency because we are interested on the network parame-
ters that make possible a modulation frequency tuning, or the
existence of some type of periodicity organization, aside from the
more studied tonotopic one.

The simulation of the response to a single AM tone consumed
about 10 s of CPU time. Therefore, the modulation frequencies
and intensity values could be varied almost continuously for a gi-
ven set of control parameters (maximum conductances for the syn-
apses between CN cells).

The response of the cell was studied comparing their post-stim-
ulus time histograms (PSTH) with the histograms obtained from
experimental observation (Paolini et al., 2005). The PSTH are sim-
ply calculated as the histogram of the averaged responses to multi-
ple presentations of the stimulus in identical conditions.

There are different synchronization measures. We adopt here
the most widely used metric: the vector strength, also called syn-
chronization index (SI). Each spike is treated as a unit length vector
with a phase obtained as the spike time modulo the period of inter-
est. If the time of occurrence of a train of n spikes is contained in
the vector ftig, then the synchronization index relative to fre-
quency f can be calculated as:

SIðf Þ ¼ 1
n

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i
cosð2pftiÞ

� �2
þ

Xn

i
sinð2pftiÞ

� �2
r

ð20Þ

In order to detect an enhancement of synchrony we calculate the SI
as a function of the modulation frequency, or time modulation
transfer function (tMTF).

3.2. Post-stimulus responses

We first made a preliminary exploration varying both the
amount of inhibition of D-Stellate and vertical cells, and the mu-
tual excitation of T-stellate units, in the range of 0–30 nS for the to-
tal maximum synaptic conductances. We determined the existence
of a wide region in parameter space where the post-stimulus re-
sponses were compatible with that reported in the literature. Mak-
ing perturbations to the conductance values from there, we
detected the more sensitive parameters in terms of their influence
on the stimulus response.

The synaptic strength of the mutual excitation of T-stellate cells
ðgTTÞ, appears to be the most critical parameter that helps maintain
a regular chopping behavior in a wide dynamical range. This is con-
sistent with the results obtained by Bahmer (Bahmer et al., 2006)
for a recursive network of 3 and 5 chopper cells. Typical gTT values
that preserve a robust chopping response are in the range 5–10 nS.
The amount of wideband inhibition on the chopper unit, governed
by gDT , only has a marginal influence on the chopper response, at
least for sinusoidal AM tones. The wideband inhibition is probably
more effective as a way of enhancing the frequency tuning in noisy
environments (Pressnitzer et al., 2001) and extracting spectral fea-
tures from sounds (Rhode and Greenberg, 1994; Paolini et al.,
2005).

A typical PSTH for a T-stellate cell (T) in our network during and
little after a 250 ms pure tone stimulus at the characteristic fre-
quency of 1 kHz is displayed in Fig. 3a. The most prominent feature
of this type of cells is the chopping behavior in response to tones: a
repetitive spiking with regular intervals, unrelated to the stimulus
frequency. The discharge rate and the regularity of the time inter-
vals usually decrease after an initial well-timed discharge. This is
reflected in the shape of the PSTH (Fig. 3a), which has a very clear
pattern at the beginning with peaks at �4 ms and barely recogniz-
able peaks at the end.

This pattern changes dramatically when we add modulation to
the sinusoidal tone. In Fig. 3b, we display the response of the same
unit with the same network parameters, to an AM tone with mod-
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ulation frequency of 40 Hz. There is a clear reinforcing in the reg-
ularity of the discharge but, most interestingly, now the discharge
is synchronized with the modulation frequency, even when the
modulation period is not directly related to the initial rate of dis-
charge (250 Hz). As we will see, this happens for a limited range
of modulation frequencies only.

The onset-chopper behavior for the D-stellate cell in our model
is obtained by means of the narrowband inhibitory action of the
vertical cell projections. Removing this inhibition actually rein-
forces the activity after the onset spikes. This is most interesting
because there is a long standing debate regarding whether the on-
set behavior could be a consequence of an internal mechanism of
spike inhibition (Kalluri and Delgutte, 2003) or an outcome of
the network and the inhibitory action of neighboring cells (Paolini
and Clark, 1999). The D-stellate neurons respond more vigorously
to noise because they receive wideband excitation but only nar-
rowband inhibition. For a pure tone stimulus the delayed inhibi-
tion of the vertical cells (note that there is an explicit 2 ms delay
in the synapse) almost suppresses the subsidiary spikes after the
onset.

From the examination of the PSTH of stellate neurons, we deter-
mined a set of parameters that yields responses that were consis-
tent with experimental observations. These values are given in
Table 3.

3.3. Modulation transfer functions

Now we move to the study of time and rate modulation transfer
functions of T-stellate and D-stellate neurons. These cells exhibit
the most interesting responses since they are, for moderately high
intensities, temporally tuned for a range of modulation frequen-
cies, as reflected in their band-pass tMTF (Frisina et al., 1990a;
Rhode and Greenberg, 1994). The modulation frequency causing
the strongest synchronization is called the best modulation fre-
quency (BMF). There is not a single value for BMFs, but a wide
range of frequencies Rhode and Greenberg (1994).

In Fig. 4 we display the tMTF of the auditory nerve fibers for a
modulated 1 kHz tone at 50 dB, as a reference. The fibers belong
to the channel corresponding to the CF of the carrier. It is known
that these tMTF are low-pass (Joris and Yin, 1992) for low intensity
values and degrade for moderate and high intensities, as the fibers
become saturated. Comparing to cutoff frequencies of AN fibers ob-
tained by Joris and Yin (1992) it can be seen that our data are close
to the 60 Hz value for their low-CF fibers.

We thus examined the tMTF of T-stellate cells using the set of
parameters obtained in the previous section (see Table 3), and
found a clear band-pass behavior with a BMF around 70 Hz (see
Fig. 5, filled squares). This is a value somewhat low compared with
the range 150–400 Hz given in (Rhode and Greenberg, 1994), but
these authors were studying CF > 7 kHz and observed a slightly
decrease in the BMF with the CF (see Figs. 5 and 6 in last reference).
Also we observed an upward shift of the peak for increasing values
of intensity, in agreement with previously reported observations
(Frisina et al., 1990a,b; Frisina, 2001; Frisina et al., 1997; Rhode
and Greenberg, 1994). Comparing with Fig. 4, a striking enhance-
ment of synchrony can be noticed, particularly for modulation fre-
quencies greater than 60 Hz.

Starting from the parameter values listed in Table 3, we ex-
plored the effect of the inhibition on the tMTF in our model. We
found that when we increase the amount of inhibition of the ver-
tical cell projections in the T-stellate units (controlled by gVT ) the
peak raises and shifts towards lower modulation frequency values.
The value of gVT was varied between 5 and 25 nS shifting the BMF
from 70 to 40 Hz. Higher values of inhibition lead to degraded
PSTH, are somewhat unrealistic and do not lead to a significative
reduction of BMF. SI values are in the range 0.45–0.5, which are
comparable to what was found in Rhode and Greenberg (1994)
for 50 dB (we are using a 60 dB stimulus).

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
Time (ms)

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
Time (ms)

Fig. 3. Post-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) for a simulated T-stellate (chopper)
neuron in response to: (a) a sinusoidal tone of 60 dB at 1 kHz and duration of
250 ms; (b) the same tone sinusoidally modulated at 100% depth with a modulation
frequency of 40 Hz.

Table 3
Network parameters values for the cochlear nucleus.

Parameter Typical range (nS) Description

Synaptic strengths
gTT 5–10 Synaptic conductance

between T-stellate cells
gDT 5 Synaptic conductance

between D and T-stellate cells
gVT 5–25 Synaptic conductance

between vertical and T-stellate cells
gVD 5–25 Synaptic conductance

between vertical and D-stellate cells
gDV 15 Synaptic conductance

between D-stellate and vertical cells
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Fig. 4. Temporal modulation transfer function of the simulated auditory nerve fiber
at the CF, in response to 100% AM stimuli, presented at 50 dB SPL, with carrier
frequency 1 kHz and modulation frequency from 10 to 200 Hz, in 5 Hz steps.
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Conversely, reducing inhibition increases the BFM and flatten
the peak. In Fig. 5 we display a tMTF curve for gVT ¼ 0, where there
is still a band-pass at 80 Hz but with less synchronization than for
the low modulation frequencies. Therefore we have a width of less
than one octave for the BMF. The reported values of BMF span
more than two octaves, but we will see that onset-chopper units
could assist as a complementary source of BMF tuning.

This is a significant result, because the adjustable BFM could be
the basis for a periodotopic organization in the cochlear nucleus.
Moreover, the variation in the amount of inhibition modifies the
modulation frequency tuning, without affecting the overall shape
of the PSTH.

The rate modulation transfer function (rMTF) reflects how the
rate of discharge depends on the modulation frequency, and is flat,
for our model and in previously reported experimental results (Fri-

sina et al., 1990a; Gai and Carney, 2008). As the parameter value
controlling narrowband inhibition ðgVTÞ is increased the mean dis-
charge rate also increases in a linear way.

Previous studies (Rhode and Greenberg, 1994; Frisina et al.,
1990a) have classified tMTF found in onset-chopper units as both
low-pass and band-pass. We found, in our D-stellate units, a more
conspicuous appearance of the band-pass behavior for a wide
range of intensities and network parameters. This can be explained
because the onset-chopper behavior is obtained with a great
amount of vertical cell inhibition. As soon as this parameter is var-
ied, the activity of the D-stellate cell increases after the onset dis-
charge, displaying an irregular chopping behavior. This, probably
unrealistic, chopping action of the D-stellate cells keeps the fre-
quency selectivity in the tMFT.

We performed a parameter variation similar to that done on T-
Stellate cells, but now increasing and decreasing the amount of
inhibition on the D-stellate cells only. Hence, we varied gVD in
the range 5–25 nS. The tMTF obtained for D-stellate cells for the
different values of gVD is displayed in Fig. 6. We also show a curve
for gVD ¼ 0. As before, increasing the amount of inhibition de-
creases the value of the BMF, and in this case the tuning covers
the range 70–110 Hz. The values of synchronization at BMF are
higher than those for choppers (between 0.65 and 0.8), a feature
that is characteristic for onset-choppers.

In contrast to chopper units, the PSTH of the onset-chopper cells
is harshly degraded when the amount of DCN inhibition is varied.
The weakness of the D-stellate PSTH can be explained since we are
not taking into account all the possible sources of inhibition. For
example, experimentally demonstrated GABAergic inhibition com-
ing from granule cells (Ferragamo et al., 1998).

However, since there are some D-stellate units with band-pass
tMTF, and we observed that it is feasible the inhibition-based tun-
ing mechanism, it could be possible that some of those cells can be
also part of a periodotopic organization in the cochlear nucleus.

4. Discussion

For the development of an accurate model of the CN, it is crucial
to have a well timed inputting auditory nerve spike train, with
proper statistics and dynamical range. For this reason, we imple-
mented a detailed biophysical model of the periphery, that we be-
lieve has the advantage of possessing parameters that correspond
to physiologically meaningful measurable quantities. These cannot
only be contrasted with experiments when available, but adapted
in order to represent different species of mammals. Model param-
eters for which no experimental records were available were fitted
within the limits imposed by biological results obtained in other
cellular or neural systems. In this spirit, a detailed calcium dynam-
ics at ribbon synapses was introduced, allowing a more realistic
simulation of the dynamical range and specific spontaneous dis-
charge rates of the different auditory nerve fiber types.

On the other hand, most models of the auditory periphery pres-
ent in the literature are phenomenological. The shortcoming is that
they are adjusted for a certain range of stimulus parameters, both
in intensity and spectral distribution. To overcome this, we tried to
achieve an adjustment similar to those observed in previous mod-
els, but also to expand the range of applicability while maintaining
a comparable correlation with actual biological systems. Further-
more, we believe that another important point concerning the cod-
ification of complex sounds regards the relative timing between
the different basilar membrane channels. In opposition with fil-
ter-bank models of the cochlea, the present model carries this
channel information naturally.

When representing the cochlear nucleus the approach was
quite different. Since the CN presents an important variety of neu-

Fig. 6. Temporal modulation transfer functions for a simulated D-stellate neuron
(onset-chopper). Stimulus was a 500 ms tone, sinusoidally modulated in amplitude,
at 60 dB, presented 100 times for each of the modulation frequencies. Different
curves correspond to different amounts of vertical cell inhibition: gVD ¼ 5 nS
(squares), gVD ¼ 10 nS (circles), gVD ¼ 15 nS (triangles up), gVD ¼ 20 nS (triangles
down), gVD ¼ 25 nS (diamonds). We also show the results for the case of no
inhibition gVD ¼ 0 nS (crosses).

Fig. 5. Temporal modulation transfer functions for a simulated T-stellate neuron
(chopper). Parameter values are given in the tables. Stimulus was a 500 ms tone,
sinusoidally modulated in amplitude, at 60 dB, presented 100 times for each of the
modulation frequencies. Different curves correspond to different amounts of
vertical cell inhibition: gVT ¼ 5 nS (squares), gVT ¼ 10 nS (circles), gVT ¼ 15 nS
(triangles up), gVT ¼ 20 nS (triangles down), gVT ¼ 25 nS (diamonds). We also show
the results for the case of no inhibition gVT ¼ 0 nS (crosses).
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ral populations and a relatively complex neuropil, and keeping in
mind that we are more interested in representing processes than
the complete picture of the CN physiological ‘‘zoo”, we opted to
implement this region with the highest degree of simplicity that
still allowed the system to perform the task. Importantly, neural
network connections and most of the parameters used had been
experimentally examined by previous studies, imposing a great
biological constraint to the dynamics of the model.

In an overall view, although the results presented do not span
the complete dynamical picture of the model due to the restricted
survey of the parameter space, the results obtained satisfactorily
replicated the general behavior of the biological actors involved,
without imposing artificial constraints. Importantly, the model
was able to reproduce a consistently observed feature of the audi-
tory system: an enhancement in AM information coding in the CN
with respect to the AN. Fibers of the AN show a flat rMTF and some
degree of untuned or unselective synchronization reflected in a
low-pass tMTF. Depending on signal intensity, neurons at the CN,
specially chopper ones, evidence a significative selective temporal
synchronization (i.e., ‘‘bell-shaped” tMTFs) and no selectivity in
their rate response. These characteristics were found in our model
too.

Another important observation that can be pointed out from
the presented analysis, concerns the neural coding mechanism
of AM sounds at central levels. A topic of debate involves the
hypothesis of the existence of so-called ‘‘modulation frequency
filter banks” (Kay and Matthews, 1972). These are no more than
band-pass filters centered at different modulation frequencies
(BMFs) that would yield specific neural populations sensitive to
narrow bands of modulation frequencies, resulting in a popula-
tion encoding of AM information. This suggestion is supported
by the above mentioned experimental observation of CN chopper
neurons possessing band-pass tMTFs, tuned to different BMFs,
and therefore sensitive to phase-lock their response patterns to
particular narrow bands of modulation frequencies, while keeping
their rate response relatively constant. Interestingly, there have
been claims that, at the level of the inferior colliculus, these filter
banks are topographically organized (Schreiner and Langner,
1988). Any model of these processes needs to explain the neural
mechanism responsible for the tuning of neurons to different
modulation frequency bands. The results of this simple model
suggest that it is possible to shift the peak of band-pass tMTFs
to different modulation frequencies just by adjusting the level
of inhibition imposed by glycinergic vertical neurons, being that
higher levels of inhibition resulted in lower temporal BMFs. For
the relatively short range of parameters tested, exciting with a
carrier frequency of 1 kHz, resulted in a shift corresponding to
one octave, in the approximate 60–110 and 30–80 Hz range for
onset and chopper neurons respectively, which is a significant
proportion of the carrier frequency. A much wider range could
be hardly expected, because there is some evidence that the
selective responses to low modulation frequencies are predomi-
nantly generated at the cortical level, at least in humans (John
and Picton, 2000), and higher modulation frequency synchrony
is limited by the proximity of the characteristic frequency of
1 kHz. It remains to be explored how this frequency range
changes as the CF is increased. It also remains to be studied if dif-
ferent input signals and further parameter adjustments result in a
wider dynamical range. However, the observed principle of inhi-
bition force acting on chopper and onset cells being inversely pro-
portional to their temporal BMFs is quite robust, and biologically
significant, since the scenario of CN neurons receiving a spectrum
of different inhibition forces stands as a physiologically plausible
mechanism for the tuning of tMTFs. In fact, it has been shown
that the glycine antagonist strychnine is capable of producing a
significative modulation of the AM synchronization of onset and

chopper neurons (Frisina et al., 1997; Gai and Carney, 2008),
underpinning our observed results.

Previous works modeled VCN neurons response to AM stimuli.
An approach that has been taken to calibrate the neural tMTFs to
different BMFs was the adjustment of membrane and potassium
conductance time constants (Hewitt and Meddis, 1994; Guérin
et al., 2006). For example, using membrane time constants in the
order of 1 ms and conductance time constants in the 0.1–10 ms
range for point neuron models of VCN chopper neurons, results
in BMFs in the 40–400 Hz range (Hewitt and Meddis, 1994). Be-
sides the fact that tuning neuronal BMFs through ad-hoc calibra-
tion of conductance time constants can be regarded as a
biologically Demanding assumption (specially when one considers
the lack of calibration freedom that these parameters present,
since they are molecularly determined), using a 100-fold range of
time constants for a unique and somewhat physiologically homo-
geneous population of neurons seems biologically unrealistic. The
BMF tuning by means of inhibition force modulation presented
in this work stands, in our opinion, as a more plausible alternative.
Moreover, the limited set of simulations developed in this study
was able to produce a significative calibration of BMFs using a
much more restricted dynamic range of the tuning parameter (a
5-fold variation in inhibition).

In conclusion, the present work is a simple theoretical approach
to the understanding of AM signal processing in the first steps of
auditory system. Through the development of a realistic biophysi-
cal model of the periphery and a more simplified neural network
model of the CN, we were able to reproduce several behaviors ob-
served in experimental studies. Some of these where mimetic of
important aspects of neural AM encoding, such as the enhance-
ment of AM information carried in the activity patterns of CN neu-
rons with respect to the auditory nerve and the generation of CN
neurons tMTFs tuned to phase-lock to a restricted, yet significative,
range different BMFs. Importantly, no artificial constraints were
introduced to produce this tuning, since it was the consequence
of the degree of inhibition suffered by these cells. Further analysis
of the model’s parameter space should be carried out for a better
comprehension and validation of its dynamics and in order to ex-
pand the scope of the results.
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